Architecture and / or improvisation -
Empirical studies of the nature of improvisation .
As the contest gave us great freedom , a major task was to decide what
let's directions. The main goal , which was the first Icijelöltünk , was to create something that is definitely
and we experienced it , we can learn , and it will be more . Once this was agreed common
I started talking to restrict the topics. I was looking for a method that allows the fullest possible
emerge in improvisation , but it does not lose the point in which the task set . To this
grasping problem , we have created a theory of the nature of improvisation .
Introduction: The architectural nature of improvisation - hypothesis .
According to this theory, the most basic forms of formal and functional improvisation improvisation .
Abhoz that they describe these , examples were needed. In buildings to address this , in which the
Simplicity is paramount in this idea . Thus was born the following non- exhaustive list :
formal :
Changing well - established architectural form of the material
Convert - known for unusual materials , sometimes in almost unreal forms
absurd , but the same association -related functions
first - normal form of irrational Change
functional :
re - use of buildings
- parasitic buildings
Building expansions in Venice after Eartha
I have compiled a list of the above feelings. I am aware that a parasite building
Planning also requires careful attention and effort , but it is the first impression that the building
. IJráötletelődött about " the farmer to house all of the above listed elements of improvisation felt : suddenly
idea been resolved . However, clearly felt that these categories , these houses are not covered by the
architecture as a whole , as in my opinion, architecture and improvisation intertwined.
As long as we compiled this list with our Bennis outlined what respect
improvisation : architectural issues and resolve problems arising from intuition . However, the first thing
what people had to learn was: an architectural problem is never just one solution
there . There can be several solutions to all your needs , and in any case there are lots of more or less good
solutions. According to the architect of intuition and improvisation in a conscious - unconscious
improved ability to select the best solution that you can use the available
set of options .
In relation to the former , here is a selection of észrevételekbez épületekből , which is considered to explore the
previously described forms of improvisation .
Dennis Oppenheim - Church
Urban Planning Exhibition Hall
l . M. Pei - Louvre pyramid
Za - wine ArchitectsParasite
Office
ICD / lTKE -
Parametric wood architecture
Pieta - Linda - Auttila WlSA Wooden Design Hotel
Piet Blom - Kubuswoningen
If this approach we start , make sure to be noticed that the theory is based
limp. If so improvisation is held high - all filter solution which dozens of options
of them are in our hands to that of our own later say - it is impossible that only the formal and
functional , covering the whole building improvisation note .
So, as the mathematics necessary to increase the elméletünket . Fortunately, when sober head
Regardless of scope , just like a family house can also see traces of improvisation . Improvising new
According to our definition, a process that is capable of solving any problems applying
the only condition is that you actually get to know the problem ... Improvisation is an all-
wide driver mechanism that connects the conglomerate already connected to each other is not
items.
Specifically, by way of example : improvisation, how connected to ground and the immediate environment
a house built on rocks . Improvisation on how to join an existing house with a new building.
Improvisation how the house can be achieved in two foreign function in physical space .
This statement might be a bit presumptuous , but our thinking is common in the beginning, even under the microscope
taken from the architectural design method as well. Between academic tasks only , we found that
pure improvisation built : a problem to be solved in the recruitment space . The task of the next
was : a sphere of radius x , which includes a radius of x , y -height cylinder . The axis of the cylinder
an axis sphere, the cylinder does not stand out in any direction sphere . Perceived air Describe the situation
mock-up . Do not discuss it much difficulties faced rotation bodies who are not kanonisztikus
directions, trying to project , cut , rotate . But the memories of the birth of solutions that are more
more scattered in matriculation class - I have many awesome , and the approach of the whole approach
Different solutions were created. And then after a screening of improvisation disappeared in the form of training .
While egyetértettünk that was not purely based on improvisation task
familiarity dream about that conversation , haunting drawings . As usual planning . What are these
drawings dream about ? In front of me a job. I know some data options. I know a landscape , a
mounting height , it has to ask how many rooms the principals. Vary the data. Pour out their
fixed location , time and time again . Once the square , then elements from each , and then rotated. Basic Operations
space. Starting with a simple initial form , and minor changes in item again . User him
known solutions , and while I count them until you suddenly get something previously unknown result.
Is in possession of an architect of all possible solutions , which springs from the knowledge of the problem ?
Yes. Familiar with the basic operations , like drawing up a structural point of view. These operations can be added ,
withdrawn , is cut off, the multiplied. Are suitable to our stomach produces any solution
of them. All the solutions available. Simply a great number, all that nonsense
simultaneously considered. A kind of narrowing takes place when each item by selecting the recording (for example the tree ,
or panoramic ) sets broken Juk reduce the number of solutions . Even so terribly long process
each step would be to guard against the plan . This is the point where the architectural improvisation on the scene .
Improvisation is an election method . In the lmprovlzacló almost at random , list them ,
switch , knead the material. I let go of unnecessary information , and the future plan of the vertex
variety of samples are Juk . Improvisation is the sixth sense that the university during a sensitive
developed , although the role or not recognized or not familiarize - the possibilities are almost right
subconscious intuition . When three lines enough to be a grand solution vizionáljunk ourselves ,
works of improvisation . When the level of abstraction of elements in a building environment : víztükör , so
horizontal line , reeds , so transparent sky , so bright, mountain , that is tough and rugged . And as these
terms refer to the reader, I hope, will flash a picture in his mind of what he , and only he , these
associated properties . These images are projected on and building up one another in the design .
Meeting : Designing for the proposed work - sampling
So that we supported the above claims , a flexible, multi-faceted experiment was needed ,
in which the outcome is not pre-provisioned . It was also important that they are both actively involved in the
design , and it should be a stand - leading balance of forces working - so not because of teamwork, not the
Improvisation does not unfold completely. The following method is selected for the project proposal
preparation :
l . Step self- sketching .
Both we headed our way and chose a rain effect, which is not architecture, but
it is possible to produce architectural aspect . This topic is :
A: The manipulation of reproduction wanted to observe the natural creative ability of the system - both visually and
both structurally . The dragonfly wings just fall into the web of my subject as a lone reed
image , as the distorted waves and Toril .
A : To begin with, the re- mapping of the immediate environment I intended . A cube of butter and a tube of corn
Beyond what I was looking for a complex stimulus that man contribution of new phenomena
interpreted in the wild.
2 Step test period.
A 6-step phase . After they both showed each other mutual selection by the subject ,
I had to set up a shared line, which we can proceed . However, this line is not wanted
Only once selected , I would have if it is possible to really radically change the strike directions .
Therefore, only one of them worked at the same time . X takes a particular day advanced material while y
regardless of material collected during the day and you start to imagine how it would illeszthetné the previous joint
direction. In the evening, I'll send it modified material X and Y confronted him that according to his idea of Advances
has become a common line, what must adapt . The next day available for the preparation of the response , in which X
self collect material and then in the evening facing a changed environment.
L The first step in any case I wanted to capture an impression , which may show a further two
to combine topics . Quite difficult to find ... Caught in the szalmabálája . A handful of straw : no
building material . The same wound : the ideal temporary building block. The question is I took it as Örkény
The Life of Stephen's sense of his short stories . If you have any seeds , and wind cones, the cones will be ?
The meaning of life
If there are many cseresznyepapríkát string fűzünk , from / assets pepper wreath.
However, if you do not jűzzük them , will not make a garland. Yet the same amount of pepper , just as red, just as
strong. But no wreath.
Only the string would ? It is not a string . The string , as you know, incidental , third-rate thing.
So what ?
Who reflect in this , and made sure that his thoughts do not wander back together , but in the right direction
forge great truths come to the track .
IL Now I tried folding the elements of water to reach the sea surface and disordered straws for water
if it had been regularized by the suction force again , or should I say it is that Van Gogh's Starry Night Where we are
I tried to imitate painting of the water .
III . The water near the water plant structure is unique. As can be achieved interesting results as
traditional and most unusual blending of raw materials and processes ? Sedge , willow, clematis , bindweed ,
basketry , varsázás , basic geometric shapes . The target forms a floating or fixed terminal
furniture, private space that can be trained on the water.
IV . V bútorkáit water lily -like árnyékolókként imagined the water . Q: Pushing Forward the lake
private sphere , are increasingly experimenting with concave shapes .
V A lily inspired by the complexity , as the concave shape önárnyékot banner raising .
I have tried not only to create a structure that is clearly dealing with structural issues ,
but you can be sure that the first meghöldcenést far as the eye interprets what he sees exactly .
VI . The previous impressions using the new interface creation of experimenting . The gauze powerful vonalstruktúráit
Turning up in a cone broke . The first time I got out of threads , then ráfeszültek the structure - so
pressures eased thanks to the rhythm of the whole.
3 Step Summary
It could not be determined , to a range of materials can be created and how to present .
I decided that if enough ideas gathered so they themselves will dictate what
suitable . Unknown teammate probably would have been more onerous working this job and more surrender
wish . So that Krizsán Anita shared with the task, it was possible to have a continuous
keep each other fibers between surprises and new items . As a result, the available
Materials were such that in addition to the co-creation is ultimately form a unit .
They decided to form a summary of the steps Juk again , kind of a special structure to each other
tülaében .
Finishing: the actual entries - Proof
Pier - a meditative beach .
Since the joint force and are inaccurate forms will be complemented by the water complete with an architectural
I was looking for a problem that is related to water . Being summer experiences also contributed to the waterside
choice you made .
The [ three medium ejthet ürdőzést between domestic circumstance can ask : built , river and lake
beaches. The established culture rich in architectural history BATHS teleint back . Swimming in the folyólmáI
left a small mark on architecture , but in the river itself , the backwash of the flood , and many others
Other factors play a big role . The third option, however : a lakeside beaches - a little unfairly
attention , and although specifically picturesque and ideal locations to offer, we can not say that is solved
It would be a well-run , with architectural experience , modern , multi-layered lacustrine beach .
The reason I think the fact that usually does not arise under a large shallow lakes in the architecture ,
to break into the realm of water . The water surface is portrayed in the satellite images than hard lenses
've dropped it heavily entrenched in the üdülőtelepekbe . This phenomenon also has its own history , the
lake houses and docks along with dismantling . However, the water surface not only barbaric , violent
break . The lake water bodies . Their worlds , each with unique features only its own alone . This world
this character should be known ! If you have a quick shower liken the waters of the rivers , the lakes in the tub . The
large, calm waters , and they can be not only to swim, but to sit, lie down, read, drink a beer , cocktail limonádézni - out
According vérmérséldet . Relax and watch . They are both meditative activities . As Architects know that such
types of activities requiring special features.
Currently, most of the lake beaches with almost no infrastructure built is not what makes these
activities would help . I sit and ponder giggling to themselves out loud plenty of good feeling
between man sitting in shallow water , paying attention to carefully shall we go away to sea bikes , mattresses and
unto the path of teens and can feel terrible when perceived , even though it's not that .
The observation , reflection , lake , where the knowledge and acceptance of the above-described need
to be in a place where , even if only temporarily, but " together " we can be a factor. It's intimate and intimate party
spaces that are shared can be used, and provide the peace of mind you seek. This request
In response we have created the walkway to our own , mólónkat - which is not only good for us to walk into the lake deeper
over part of it and there belevessük ourselves into the water, but also that this water descent and arrival casual
rituáléként to benefit from it .
The completed draft plan was designed as to whether the continuous improvisation , alkalmazkodásból ,
problem solving to come from a work that goes beyond the apparent struggle , which the
continuous deliberately generated , change is imperative . However, to ensure that the plan does not
just have a nice square shape, we took into account some data capabilities as well. More from music
them , and the plan itself .
Types of home lake coasts
a.) shallow , barren
- Lake Neusiedl , the southern shore of Lake Stages
b ). shallow , partially covered with water plants
- Lake Venice ( reed patches at a distance of several meters indented , indented vízfelület )
- The southern part of the lake , coastal nádszegély
- The Hungarian side of Lake Neusiedl , dense, broadly sprawled reed
c ). quickly deepened, narrow lane lined with aquatic plants
- The northern side of the lake
The above list is an essential part , of the three types of long-range pick it up - My Experience
basis - which form the body of PROJECTS . If the above relation rnódosítható actual location of the pier
arrangement of elements . Such changes are for instance :
- Shallow water, some elements are superfluous , or to minimize them .
- Breast band should be placed carefully under dense vegetation because of plant wastes accumulate on them,
and the fauna is better then frequented the place.
- Rapidly deepening water is worth the higher transitional surfaces are created , for example for the kids
so they can soak up non-dangerous not only to the beach .
Structural and aesthetic considerations
His first idea of the structure can be divided into two broad categories - blind and járófelület .
Necessary ) to the Pier to explore the relationship between these diverse ) and take advantage of their connection to each other .
l . The walkway shall be no obstruction ), which is a floating just get over the whole object of circumvention .
2 The promenade provide shaded ) are both shady and sunny areas ), land and sea .
3 The promenade is also a good case can be supervised and interpreted by itself nyőjt aesthetic - form
vízfelülefbez fit .
4 For sun - bathing in today's practice is not an integral part of the creation of private interface) as its
solution still see the fix in isolation and expropriation, rather than the temporary use and
the transparent , isolations on signs. ( However, as it requires that the users respect
keep each other as well as themselves. )
5 Any promenade is designed to showcase and drive- to make it in the field, which leads through . such a
Bathers walkway responsibility to the possibility of an exciting , multi-faceted relationship creates the lake as an object , and the water ,
such items , and the bathers ) than among ezekmegismerője ) enjoyer and the user .
The improvisations funkcióvá become the sketch plan :
straw (n. ) and cone - helix ( I) - the basic form
cone - net (IP) and bridges ( V ) connections and szerkezetilogika
tavírózsa ( IV) and nádlegyezők ( nI. ) - " Sport" private space

Rating:
Preparation of the plan tried to preserve the conditions through which a continuous, rapid
want to solve problems . While biztosítottunkidőt were plentiful and opportunity to wander in
solutions and öt1etel ~ were allowed to have less room to be redundant circuits run. The agreement
According to the plan tekintettük propulsive force which new elements and ideas can be involved , even if the
previous routes romper trend is shown . With the easing along with it is perceived to be able to
We created a lot of lines together and manage to round them all into one final problem . with this
justified in terms that " pointless " IJrendetlen " nátgondolatlan " ( although that word is only used very carefully )
Yes improvisation can work as part of a larger scheme. Indeed! Improvisation is admissible and
correct solution if the adoll new schema elements or limitations panel. (See beach -> beach water - resistant >
of water meditative beach) Improvisation as the opening essay thesis was also an almost
problem -solving infinite -potential method , and with it the architectural
integral part of planning and foundation.
The vázlallerv further makell , photos and the floor plan of the essay as an attachment in .
